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Elevon Introduces Temporary Staff Procurement Management (TSPM) to Help Organisations Effectively Manage
the Procurement of Staffing Services
Latest STEP solution from Elevon Allows Companies to Achieve Immediate and Significant Cost Savings by
Harnessing the Power of e-Procurement to Gain Visibility, Efficiency and Control over Services Spending
22 May 2002 -- Walker Interactive Systems, Inc. (OTCBB: WALK), doing business as Elevon, Inc., a leading
provider of advanced business solutions in the areas of collaborative commerce and knowledge management,
has announced the release of Elevon Temporary Staff Procurement Management (TSPM). This new
collaborative business solution from Elevon streamlines the processes for sourcing, managing and paying
for the services of temporary contractors and consultants sourced through multiple staffing vendors.
Elevon TSPM provides end-to-end financial management capabilities that create significant costs savings
and gains in efficiencies across multiple business units and processes.
As companies increasingly rely on the flexibility and cost advantages of a contingent workforce, their
ability to supplement skilled human capital and more effectively manage the procurement of staffing
services has become fundamental to their success. The procurement of these contractors, however, remains
a relatively costly, inefficient and even risky process. Elevon TSPM, however, gives companies the
opportunity to achieve immediate and significant cost savings by unleashing the 'collaborative synergies'
trapped in current 'misplaced' processes.
Elevon TSPM solution allows companies to streamline the processes for sourcing, managing and paying for
the services of temporary contractors and consultants. Elevon TSPM also streamlines the procurement cycle
from requisition to payment and eliminates the inefficiencies involved in reconciling invoices to
services delivered. These benefits deliver strategic value to a business by providing breakthrough
capabilities for collaboration and win/win business partnerships with agencies and staff.
"According to Aberdeen Group, fortune 1000 companies spend more than $1.8 trillion a year on staffing
services; so it is no surprise that these same companies are seeking solutions that enable them to more
effectively manage the procurement of staffing services to improve efficiencies and reduce costs," said
Paul Lord, president of Elevon. "Elevon's Temporary Staff Procurement Management solution was designed
to allow these companies to achieve immediate and significant cost savings by simply harnessing the power
of e-procurement to gain visibility, efficiency and control over services spending."
Elevon Temporary Staff Procurement Management is a part of Shared Transformation Enterprise Processes
(STEPs). STEPs are integrated, granular, collaborative applications designed to seamlessly extend
existing corporate systems to solve specific commonly experienced business problems. Elevon STEPs
unleash collaborative synergies by enabling win/win workflows and offer a low-risk, granular approach to
specific process issues.
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- ends About Elevon
Elevon, Inc. (OTCBB: WALK), headquartered in San Francisco, is a leading provider of advanced business
solutions in the areas of collaborative commerce and knowledge management. Over the last three years,
Walker Interactive Systems, Inc., now doing business as Elevon, Inc., has been extremely successful
providing e-business solutions to Global 2000 organisations. After working extensively with these
leading organisations, Elevon has identified the need to deliver collaborative solutions that extend
beyond the four walls of the enterprise. Elevon calls this Collaborative Synergies. Elevon is elevating
collaborative commerce to the next level and elevating your company's performance. More information
about Elevon is available at http://www.elevon.cc
(c) 2002 Elevon, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Elevon is a trademark of Elevon, Inc. All other brand and
product names are trademarks of their respective owners.
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